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INTODUCING CASA COOK KOS

L AID-BACK LUXURY AT
THE BE ACH
Casa Cook Kos is the second of Thomas Cook’s new breed of lifestyle hotels
to open July 2017. In tune with the values and yearnings of the modern
traveller, the 100-room hideaway was custom-built on a spectacular beach
with equal emphasis on cocoon-like spaces for private retreat and
social areas that foster a sense of community.
Casa Cook echoes the ideas that increasingly

deeper meaning relates to the culture of

define our modern culture. Slow Living,

community. There’s a sense of belonging

mindfulness or minimalism are examples of

and connection that comes with close

movements for living more simply and finding

friendships that can also happen in

personal fulfilment by focusing on things

more fleeting forms. The dynamic nature

that matter. At the same time, the sharing

of Casa Cook’s paréa means everyone is

economy and rise in all sorts of communities

welcome at any time. With its relaxed

reflect a desire for deeper engagement

vibe and communal areas, the stage is

with others.

set for spontaneous celebrations and new

These same values are at the core of the

encounters.

Casa Cook brand and are best expressed by
the Greek word ‘paréa’. Roughly translated

In many ways Casa Cook Kos is a beachside

as a get-together with friends, its

microcosm shaped by global movements and
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weaving in urban trends with characterful

with warmth and sincerity, the holistic

design. From the food concept and emphasis

concept is designed to meet the demands of

on well-being, to the doors opened to the

today’s conscious consumers.

destination, as well as service that comes

INTODUCING CASA COOK KOS

A COMMUNITY BUILT FOR
A BALANCE OF PRIVATE
AND SHARED
Casa Cook Kos lies in a verdant beachfront

exteriors to blend in with nature’s hues.

valley; with the mountains of Kos and those

Light plays with the textured surfaces

of Kalymnos and Pserimos on the horizon,

adding interest and a sculptural quality to

nature steals the show. Akin to historic

the otherwise humble structures.

Greek villages and their labyrinth of cubist
houses, the ensemble of one and two storey

The many small and separate buildings,

buildings was designed to harmonise with

gardens and common areas are connected

the surrounding landscape. The timeless

by an irregular web of paths. They both

geometric forms were updated with warm grey

enhance the sense of a village developed
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organically over time, while enticing

hotel’s green squares. Next door to the

guests to slow down and pause at a bench

concept store and a cosy library, the

or tree in one of the tranquil squares.

main reception looks and feels like a

The journey begins at a clustering of

living room where guests are always warmly

cubes set at angles around one of the

welcomed by their host.
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PRIVATE SANCTUARIES

THE SEDUCTION OF
SIMPLICITY
Each of the five room types - ranging from Doubles to Villa Suites –
is designed as a private sanctuary. The focus on stylish simplicity
conveys an ethos as much as its effect is soothing.

Soft natural tones accented by black

All rooms open onto a private veranda

contours set the overall tone for a mix of

or terrace and are outfitted with rain

rustic and smooth materials. Soft linens

showers, mini-bars, free Wi-Fi, air

are framed by coarsely woven lamps; rugged

conditioning and COCO-MAT mattresses.

wooden doors are balanced by minimalist

Junior Suites come with an additional

furniture in mid-century modernist style.

living area and a garden and pool which is

Polished concrete is moulded into floating

shared only with one or two neighbouring

bathroom counters with integrated basins and

rooms.

as platforms for sofas in the larger rooms
The spacious Suites and two-bedroom Villa

with living areas.

Suites are perfect for small groups of
Nothing is flashy or excessive and small

friends and families. They boast even

details like bakelite light switches and

larger areas for outdoor living, including

handmade baskets add to the sense that the

a garden and their very own pool.

space was designed with thought and care.
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CASA COOK BEACH CLUB

A PLACE TO CELEBRATE LIFE
WITH KINDRED SPIRITS
Open from early to late, the Beach Club is the hotel’s communal hangout.
Composed of the restaurant, bar and main pool area, the seamless design
is all about flow – of energy, people and communication. Clean-lined
furniture mixes with exotic accessories to enhance the laid-back vibe.
There are plenty of spots for groups of

minutes away. The just-picked seasonal

guests and island locals to share a meal

products feature at every meal, from big

or just relax at the central bar or sofas

breakfast spreads to light or indulgent

clustered around an open fireplace. From

international and Mediterranean dishes.

morning to late in the evening, there’s
always something happening here. When the

The Beach Club’s architecture differs in

sun sets, the day’s rhythm picks up pace

style from the rest of the resort, with a

as the DJ sets the beat for planned or im-

thatched roof and retractable glass walls

promptu evening gatherings.

creating an airy, communicative space.
On one side it opens onto the powdery sand

Gabriel Karathomas, the hotel’s owner,

dunes and beach where pergolas and sunbeds

is also a foodie and island local who

face the cobalt-blue sea. On the other is

tapped into his own network to shape the

the equally tranquil scene of the main

restaurant’s farm-to-table concept.

pool with pairings of sunbeds shaded by big

His close friend, a farmer, provides

straw umbrellas.

the freshest produce grown on land just
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THE EXPERIENCE

AS INDIVIDUAL AS
EACH GUEST
Every individual has their own definition of the perfect, fulfilling
holiday. Casa Cook’s answer is to offer a whole range of options for
both self-indulgence and exploration.

Well-being pursuits are covered by the

Casa Cook’s concept. The adventures begin

health and wellness centre. Next to the gym

right at the beach with paddleboarding

with state-of-the art equipment is a yoga

on the crystal clear sea as well as

terrace where guests can join the daily

horse riding to explore the raw natural

classes or book a private session. Both in

landscapes of the dunes. Boat excursions,

its design and facilities, the spa is its

to small neighbouring islands or along

own temple of tranquillity encompassing

the coast, start from the hotel’s own

a sauna, hammam and indoor pool. Three

floating pier. Personal tips are offered

separate rooms are for massages and

to guests wanting to discover the island’s

treatments where body and mind are pampered

many secrets: from small taverns in the

with local herbs and natural products.

mountains where locals go to windswept
beaches at the end of offroad tracks.

Enabling guests to dive deeply into the
destination is another key component of
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CASA COOK STORE

URBAN CONCEPTS AT
THE BEACH
The bi-level concept store at the hotel’s entrance brings some of the
best aspects of urban living to the beach. Even guests not in the mood
for shopping are likely to discover it’s a worthwhile stop.
The loft-like space features a fresh juice

American Vintage to stylish accessories.

bar with lounge and a mezzanine level

Guests who have fallen for Casa Cook’s

with ocean views. Both levels display a

eclectic interiors will be pleased they can

curated variety of goods including apparel

purchase many of the decorative items found

and items for the home. The clothing

throughout the hotel including baskets,

collection ranges from casual wear from

bowls, pillows and hammocks.
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THOMAS COOK GROUP

THE CREATORS OF
CASA COOK
Following the 2016 premiere of Casa Cook Rhodes, Casa Cook Kos is the
second of the new brand of lifestyle hotels by Thomas Cook Group plc –
one of the largest leisure travel companies.
Casa Cook was developed to fill a niche in

have worked on numerous hospitality and

the travel industry: boutique beach re-

residential projects and the locally-based

sorts that tick all the boxes for a growing

architectural team at ARC, led by Ilias

generation of independent travellers. The

Mastrominas.

Casa Cook brand and first two hotels were
designed in collaboration with consultants

The portfolio of hotels and destinations

from the premium lifestyle segment.

is set to expand internationally over
the coming years. Each resort will be

The team is spearheaded by Remo Masala,

individual and unique, yet exhibiting a

Group Creative Director of Thomas Cook

consistent design language. The brand has

and the lead external partner is Michael

been developed as an integrated whole to

Schickinger, Creative Director of the multi-

serve the needs of a lifestyle travellers

disciplinary design agency Lambs and Lions.

for today and years to come.

Collaborators are Berlin-based Interior
Designer Annabell Kutucu, with whom they
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KOS
TOWN
MARMARI

KOS

CASA COOK KOS

FACT SHEET
FACILITIES

100 Rooms (50 Double Rooms, 40 Junior Suites, 7 Suites, 3 Villa Suites)
Beach Club with Restaurant, Bar & Lounge / Casa Cook Store with Juice Bar
Fitness Studio with Nohrd equipment / Yoga Terrace (classes are an extra cost)
Spa with indoor pool, sauna, hammam, massages & beauty treatments
Free parking / Room Service

ROOMS AND SUITES

Air-conditioning / Free WiFi / Mini-bar / Safe
Telephone / Hairdryer

LOCATION

Casa Cook Kos is located in Marmari on the island’s northern coast,
approximately 13 km from the airport and 16 km to historic Kos Town.

ADDRESS

Marmari / 85300 Kos, Greece
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PLEASE JOIN US ON:
FACEBOOK :

INSTAGRAM:

PINTEREST:

TWITTER:

/casacookhotels

/casacookhotels

/casacookhotels

@ CasaCook_Hotels

RESERVATIONS AND RATES
Starting room rates, including breakfast, at Casa Cook Kos are
EUR 116 per night, depending on the booking period.
Casa Cook Kos is bookable online at www.casacook.com, as well as through
Thomas Cook Group affiliated companies and travel agencies in each country:

AUSTRIA

FINLAND

NORWAY

Thomas Cook and Neckermann

Tjäreborg, online at:

Ving, online at:

Reisen, in travel agencies

www.tjareborg.fi

www.ving.no

www.thomascook.at and

FRANCE

SWEDEN

www.neckermann-reisen.at

Thomas Cook and Jet Tours,

Ving, online at:

Tel: 0820 89 1111

in travel agencies and

www.ving.se

and online at:

BELGIUM
Neckermann, Thomas Cook
and Pegase, in the
Neckermann Vakantiewinkels,

online at:
www.thomascook.fr and

SWITZERLAND

www.jettours.com

Thomas Cook and Neckermann

Tel: 0176 7774 71

Reisen, in travel agencies
and online at:

in travel agencies, Pegase

GERMANY

www.thomascook.ch and

Premium Partners and

Thomas Cook and Neckermann

www.neckermann-reisen.ch

online at:

Reisen, in travel agencies

Tel: 0848 551 200

www.neckermann.be

and online at:

www.thomascook.be and

www.thomascook.de and

UNITED KINGDOM

www.pegase.be

www.neckermann-reisen.de

Thomas Cook and

or by telephone.

Tel: 0234 9610 35 263

Co-operative Travel Stores:

Neckermann: 070 233 906
Thomas Cook: 070 750 243
Pegase: 070 750 242

NETHERLANDS
Neckermann Reisen,
in travel agencies and

DENMARK

online at:

Spies, online at:

www.neckermann.nl

www.spies.dk

Tel: 0900-5550 555
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